Under the hypothesis that the CP violating phase parameter δ in the CKM matrix V takes own value so that the radius R(δ) of the circle circumscribed about the unitary triangle takes its minimum value, possible phase conventions of the CKM matrix are investigated. We find that two of the 9 phase conventions can give favorable predictions for the observed shape of the unitary triangle. One of the successful two suggests phenomenologically interesting structures of the quark and lepton mass matrices, which lead to |V us | ≃ m d /m s = 0.22, |V ub | ≃ m u /m t = 0.0036 and |V cb | ≃ m c /2m t = 0.043 for the CKM matrix V , and to sin 2 2θ atm = 1, tan 2 θ solar ≃ |m ν1 /m ν2 | and |U 13 | ≃ m e /2m τ for the lepton mixing matrix U under simple requirements for the textures.
Introduction
Recent remarkable progress of the experimental B physics [1] has put the shape of the unitary triangle in the quark sector within our reach. The world average value of the angle β [2] which has been obtained from B d decays is sin 2β = 0.736 ± 0.049 β = 23.7 1) and the best fit [2] for the Cabibbo-Kobayasi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [3, 4] V also gives γ = 60 2) where the angles α, β and γ are defined by We are interested what logic can give the observed magnitude of the CP violation.
Usually, we assume a peculiar form of the quark mass matrices at the start, and thereby, we predict a magnitude of the CP violation and a shape of the unitary triangle. However, recently, the author [5] has investigated a quark mass matrix model on the basis of an inverse procedure: by noticing that predictions based on the maximal CP violation hypothesis [6] depend on the phase convention, the author has, at the start, investigated what phase conventions can give favorable predictions of the unitary triangle, and then he has investigated what quark mass matrices can give such a phase convention of the CKM matrix. Here, we have assumed that the three rotation angles in the CKM matrix V are fixed by the observed values of |V us |, |V cb | and |V ub |, and only the CP violating phase parameter δ is free.
There are, in general, 9 cases [7] for the phase convention of the CKM matrix. When we define the expression of the CKM matrix V as 4) where 5) (s = sin θ and c = cos θ) and P 1 = diag(e iδ , 1, 1), P 2 = diag(1, e iδ , 1), and P 3 = diag(1, 1, e iδ ), then the rephasing invariant quantity [8] J is given by
And also, angles φ ℓ (ℓ = 1, 2, 3; φ 1 = β, φ 2 = α and φ 3 = γ in the conventional angle notations) of the triangle △ (31) for the unitary condition
are given by the formula 8) where (ℓ, m, n) is a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3) . (Note that the 5 quantities |V i1 |, |V i2 |, |V i3 |, |V 1k |, |V 2k | and |V 3k | in the expression V (i, k) are independent of the phase parameter δ. In other words, only the remaining 4 quantities are dependent of δ.) The author [5] has found that phase conventions which lead to successful predictions under the maximal CP violation hypothesis [6] are only two: the original Kobayasi-Maskawa phase convention [4] V (1, 1) and the Fritzsch-Xing phase convention [9] . The author [5] has also pointed out that the phenomenological success of the expression V (3, 3) suggests a quark mass matrix form [9, 10] 9) where
The quark mass matrix form (1.9) leads to the well-known successful prediction [11] |V us | ≃ m d /m s (1.11) under the texture-zero requirement (M d ) 11 = 0, while the texture-zero requirement (M u ) 11 = 0 predicts |V ub |/|V cb | ≃ m u /m c ≃ 0.059 (we have used values [12] at µ = m Z as quark mass values), which is in poor agreement with the observed value [2] |V ub |/|V cb | = 0.089
−0.014 . Therefore, in the present paper, we will investigate another possibility instead of the maximal CP violation hypothesis. In Sec. 2, by assuming that the CP violating phase parameter δ in the CKM matrix V takes own value so that the radius R(δ) of the circle circumscribed about the unitary triangle takes its minimum value, we will find that only two types V (2, 3) and V (2, 1) can give favorable predictions for the observed shape of the unitary triangle. Stimulated by this result, in Secs. 3 and 4, we will assume that the quark mixing matrix V = U † u U d and lepton mixing matrix U = U † e U ν are given by the type V (2, 3), and we will obtain successful predictions |V us | ≃ m d /m s = 0.22, |V ub | ≃ m u /m t = 0.0036 and |V cb | ≃ m c /2m t = 0.043 for the CKM matrix V , and sin 2 2θ 23 = 1, tan 2 θ 12 ≃ |m ν1 /m ν2 | and |U 13 | ≃ m e /2m τ for the lepton mixing matrix [13] U under simple requirements for mass matrix textures. Finally, Sec. 5 will be devoted to concluding remarks.
Ansatz for the unitary triangle
Of the three unitary triangles △ (ij) [(ij) = (12), (23), (31)] which denote the unitary conditions
we usually discuss the triangle △ (31) , i.e. 2) because the triangle △ (31) is the most useful one for the experimental studies. Seeing from the geometrical point of view, the triangle △ (31) has the plumpest shape compared with other triangles △ (12) and △ (23) , so that the triangle △ (31) has the shortest radius (R (31) ) mini of the circumscribed circle compared with the other cases △ (12) and △ (12) .
Therefore, let us put the following assumption: the phase parameter δ takes the value so that the circumscribed circle R (31) (δ) takes its minimum value.
The radius R (31) (δ) is given by the sine rule
where 4) and the angles (φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 ) ≡ (β, α, γ) are defined by Eq. (1.3) . Note that in the expression V (i, k) the side r i is independent of the parameter δ. Therefore, the minimum of the radius R (31) (δ) means the maximum of sin φ i (δ). We put a further assumption: the phase parameter δ takes own value so that sin φ i (δ) takes its maximal value, i.e. sin φ i = 1. Then, we find that 6 cases of the 9 cases V (i, j) except for V ( 
For example, the case V (2, 3) predicts (2, 1) , we obtain the same numerical results (2.7) (but with a different value of δ). As far as the phenomenology of the unitary triangle is concerned, we cannot determine which case is favor. However, as we see in the next section, the case V (2, 3) suggests an interesting texture of the quark mass matrices, which leads to predictions |V us | ≃ m d /m s , |V ub | ≃ m u /m t and |V cb | ≃ m c /2m t under a simple ansatz. For the case V (2, 1), we cannot obtain such an interesting texture.
As we have assumed in the previous paper, the successful expression V (i, k) suggests the following situation: The phase factors in the quark mass matrices M f (f = u, d) are factorized by the phase matrices P f as
where P f are phase matrices and M f are real matrices. The real matrices M f are diagonalized by rotation (orthogonal) matrices R f as
[for simplicity, we have assumed that M f are Hermitian (or symmetric) matrix, i.e.
, so that the CKM matrix V is given by
3)
where P = P † uL P dL . The quark masses m f i are only determined by M f . In other words, the rotation parameters are given only in terms of the quark mass ratios, and independent of the CP violating phases. In such a scenario, the CP violation parameter δ can be adjusted without changing the quark mass values.
For example, the case V (2, 3) suggests the quark mass matrix structures 
In the mass matrix (3.7), the ansatz ( M d ) 11 = 0 leads to the well-known relation (1.11) . On the other hand, for the up-quark mass matrix (3.6), the constraint ( M u ) 11 = 0 leads to the relation 8) which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value (2.5). For the case V (2, 1), we cannot obtain such a simple relation. Therefore, we will concentrate further investigation on the V (2, 3) model with the quark mass matrices (3.6) and (3.7).
In order to fix the value of θ 23 , we put an ansatz
At present, there is no theoretical reason for the constraint (3.9) . It is pure phenomenological ansatz. The requirement (3.9) leads to (3.10) which is in good agreement of the observed value of |V cb | in (2.5) . If we assume a constraint 11) which corresponds to a special case in a requirement analogous to (3.9), we obtain s d 23 = 0, so that we can obtain a successful prediction
Although, at present, the origins of the constraints (3.9) and (3.11) are unknown, in the next section, we will find that similar requirements for the lepton sector also lead to successful predictions.
Application to the lepton sector
If we suppose the correspondence M u ↔ M ν and M d ↔ M e for the lepton mass matrices (M ν , M e ), the lepton mixing matrix [13] U = U † e U ν will be given by the type V (3, 2) . However, the case gives a wrong prediction |U 12 | = |c 23 s e 12 | < m e /m µ under the constraint (M e ) 11 = 0. Although it does not need to adhere the constraint (M e ) 11 = 0, phenomenologically, it is more interesting to assume that the lepton mixing matrix U is also described by the type V (2, 3), and not by the type V (3, 2).
In the case U = V (2, 3), correspondingly to the expression
the lepton mass matrices are given by the structures 2) with θ 23 = θ ν 23 − θ e 23 . Similarly to the quark sector, we put the following constraints: 4.12) Therefore, the deviation ε from θ ν 23 = π/4 is ε = m ν2 − |m ν1 | 2m ν3 = 0.038 (2.2 • ), (4.13) so that the deviation ε does not visibly affect the prediction sin 2 2θ 23 = 1. That is, the relation (4.9) naturally leads to the prediction sin 2 2θ atm = 1. Also the present model gives the prediction 
Concluding remarks
By assuming that three rotation angles in the CKM matrix V are fixed by the observed values of |V us |, |V cb | and |V ub | and only a CP violating phase parameter δ is free, and by putting an ansatz that the phase parameter δ takes own value so that the radius R (31) (δ) of the circumscribed circle about the unitary triangle takes its minimal value, we have found that only the phase conventions V (2, 3) and V (2, 1) can predict the observed shape of the unitary triangle.
